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The dream of replacing rotating mechanical storage, the disk drive,
with solid-state, nonvolatile RAM may become a reality in the near
future. Approximately ten new technologies—collectively called
storage-class memory (SCM)—are currently under development
and promise to be fast, inexpensive, and power efficient. Using
SCM as a disk drive replacement, storage system products will
have random and sequential I/O performance that is orders of
magnitude better than that of comparable disk-based systems and
require much less space and power in the data center. In this paper,
we extrapolate disk and SCM technology trends to 2020 and
analyze the impact on storage systems. The result is a 100- to
1,000-fold advantage for SCM in terms of the data center space
and power required.

Introduction
Maintaining the performance growth rate of the 30-year-

old system memory and storage hierarchy, primarily

based on DRAM (dynamic RAM) and disks, has become

a major challenge in the design of large-scale, high-

performance computer systems. This challenge manifests

itself in many ways. For example, the gap [1] between the

performance (measured as latency) of disks and the rest

of the system—which is already five orders of

magnitude—continues to widen rapidly. In addition, the

energy consumption, space usage, and cost of the memory

and storage hierarchy are major obstacles to the

development of exascale systems capable of 1018

operations per second.

To overcome these obstacles and maintain the historic

growth rate in the capabilities of large-scale, high-

performance computers, either significant advances in

disk drives must be made or entirely new approaches to

storage must be developed. Research and development

efforts are underway worldwide on several nonvolatile

memory technologies that not only complement the

existing memory and storage hierarchy but also reduce

the distinctions between memory (fast, expensive,

evanescent) and storage (slow, inexpensive, permanent).

An overview of these technologies appears as a

companion paper [2] in this issue of the IBM Journal of

Research and Development. One or more of these

technologies may eventually replace disks and perhaps

even DRAM. We call this newer group of technologies

storage-class memory (SCM). Flash memory can be

considered as an early version of SCM, and it is slowly

being adopted for certain enterprise niche uses. However,

its cost, write performance, and write endurance (number

of times a flash bit can be written) will limit the extent to

which it will replace disks on a large scale.

However, future SCM technologies will overcome these

limitations and thereby compete effectively with disk

drives and potentially replace them by 2020. SCM

promises random and sequential I/O performance many

times that of comparable disk-based systems, as well as a

major reduction in space and power for the data center.

The realization of SCM should give rise to a major new

industry that will be on a scale similar to that of disk

drives or DRAM. In 2007, the worldwide memory chip

industry—including SRAM (static RAM), DRAM, and

flash memory—had annual revenues exceeding $60

billion, with the NAND flash memory sector showing the

largest growth [3].

The purpose of this paper is to provide an early view of

the competitive relationship of SCM to disk technology in
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the arena of storage systems. In this paper, we describe

the trends in disk drive technology, provide a brief

introduction to SCM technologies, describe SCM-based

systems, extrapolate both sets of technology trends to

2020, and then compare storage systems targeted at two

important application areas.

Disk technology trends

The disk has played a pivotal role in the advancement of

computer systems. Its steady growth in areal density and

corresponding reduction in cost per byte have enabled

computers to handle increasingly ambitious applications.

The aspect of disk technology of interest here is areal

density and its impact on cost, capacity, performance,

and power use.

Areal density, cost, and capacity

The growth in disk areal density [4] was striking in the

late 1990s and early 2000s, but then it slowed. Figure 1

shows that the compound annual growth rate (CAGR)

for disk drive areal density started to drop in 2004 from

approximately 100% to 40% (see red line) [5]. It will likely

stay at that rate for the foreseeable future. Areal density is

important, as it drives both cost and performance

(bandwidth) of disks.

We believe that the cost per gigabyte (GB) of disk

drives will continue to decrease, but at a reduced rate.

Instead of drive capacity doubling every 12–18 months, it

will now double in 24–36 months. The reduction in the

initial price of a new drive—in a family of drives differing

only in capacity—will likely remain at 3–5% CAGR. The

2007 high volume price estimates are $1.00–2.00/GB for

enterprise disks and $0.30–0.60/GB for consumer disks.

The recent trend, which is expected to continue

indefinitely, is for the cost per gigabyte to decline at

approximately 40% per year (CAGR).

The form factor of disk drives is also evolving.

Currently, a transition is taking place from 3.5-inch to

2.5-inch drives. This transition is driven by a number of

factors, including the proliferation of laptops and the

need of the enterprise system for higher storage

performance in a smaller space. Many enterprise

applications are limited by the storage system

performance, measured in storage I/O operations per

second (iops). This number scales with the number of disk

drives but does not depend on disk drive capacity.

Therefore, in order to increase the storage performance,

more disk drives are needed. Thus, there is a strong trend

toward using physically smaller disk drives. It is likely

that the next form factor transition will take place after

2015. This transition will be from 2.5-inch to 1.8-inch

disks. If current areal density and packaging trends

continue, then in 2020, the likely capacity of disk drives

will be about 20 terabytes (TB) for a 3.5-inch drive, 10 TB

for a 2.5-inch drive, and 5 TB for a 1.8-inch drive.

Performance

Disk performance is measured by bandwidth and access

time, and it has been improving at a much lower rate than

the areal density. Patterson [6] observes that latency

improvements are lagging bandwidth improvements

throughout the computing industry. Disks are no

exception, which is a major problem for those

applications that are more dependent on improved

latency than on improved bandwidth.

Bandwidth (external data rate)

The factors that caused a decrease in the growth of the

disk areal density are also causing a decrease in the

growth of maximum sustainable disk bandwidth, which is

proportional to the product of the head velocity and

the linear density. The linear density is related to the areal

density through the equation areal density ¼ linear

density 3 track density. Therefore, the growth rate of

areal density is related to the growth of linear density and

track density. Historically, they have both grown at

nearly the same rate, with the track density usually

growing slightly faster than the linear density [7]. If this

trend continues and areal density growth remains at

about 40% CAGR, then the linear density growth and,

therefore, the annual bandwidth growth should be

roughly 15%. The dotted line in Figure 2 represents a 40%

CAGR, while the shaded region depicts a range of

10–25%.

Access time (latency plus seek time)

The average access time for a disk drive is equal to the

average rotational latency plus the average seek time. The

Figure 1

History of disk areal density. See References [4] and [5] for addi- 

tional background.
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average rotational latency is half the rotation period.

In 2007, drives used in large systems spin at 7,200, 10,000,

or 15,000 revolutions per minute (rpm). There is little

expectation that drives spinning much faster than 15,000

rpm will become common within the next 10 years [8].

Thus, the rotational latency of disks will stay at or above

2 ms. Similarly, the other component of access time, seek

time, is not expected to improve much anytime soon.

Historically, its improvement has been less than 5%

CAGR, and there are no expectations that the growth

will be better in the future.

Power

The power P supplied to a disk drive is given by P ¼
IþMþS. In this equation, I is the power supplied to the

interface and control logic of the disk. M is the power

supplied to the motor to spin the disk, overcoming the

friction of spinning the disk in air. M ; d 4.6 3 r2.8, where

d is the diameter of the disk, and r is the rotational speed

[4]. S is the power supplied when the heads are moved to a

new track. It is dissipated only when the heads are

moving. Only S varies during normal system operation.

A common approximation rule suggests that each of

these draws about one third of the total disk power.

Because disk motors and actuators already operate close

to their theoretical efficiency limits, there is little room for

managing the power of disks other than transitioning to a

smaller disk form factor or shutting them down completely

when not in use. However, because it takes such a long

time to power up a disk drive (;20 seconds), the latter is

practical only for disk-based archival systems [9]. As

power becomes the central issue for data centers, this

power constraint will become a significant drawback for

using disks as the storage medium. A commercially viable

variable-speed disk drive [10] could play a role in data

centers where there are a significant number of

underutilized disk drives.

Storage-class memory
The goal of SCM development is to create compact,

robust storage (and memory) systems with greatly

improved cost/performance ratios relative to other

technologies. The defining requirements for all SCM

technologies are nonvolatility, solid-state implementation

(no moving parts), very low latencies (tens to hundreds of

nanoseconds), low cost per bit, and physical durability

during practical use. Bandwidth is not listed here as a

differentiating requirement because all candidate SCM

technologies offer good device-level bandwidth and the

external bandwidth is mostly determined by packaging

cost constraints.

Numerous materials exhibit bistable hysteretic

transitions between two easily distinguishable, stable

states. Such materials can be sandwiched between two

orthogonal planes of parallel conductors, providing an X

(wordline) and Y (bitline) addressing scheme [11]. A data

cell is formed at each of the intersections of a wordline

and a bitline. By activating a wordline and a bitline in a

technology-specific manner, a bit in this cross-point

memory is selected for either reading or writing.

An array of such data cells forms a memory bank, and

an SCM chip contains several such memory banks. A

collection of SCM chips, combined with appropriate

control logic, forms a memory or storage system. Since all

of the technologies under consideration operate at

semiconductor speeds, the access time of an SCM chip is

three to five orders of magnitude faster than a disk drive.

The usable system bandwidth will be determined by how

the components are packaged. SCM will enable much

better tradeoffs between performance, space, and power

than disk-based systems.

However, write endurance is a significant challenge for

most SCM technologies. Each act of writing a bit may

slightly damage a cell. A flash bit cell can be written

104–105 times, depending on the flash technology, before

it becomes unusable. In comparison, DRAM chips will

survive being written 1015 times, and a disk drive may

survive being written 1012 times. This corresponds to

being continuously written for the lifetime of the devices.

SCM developers are striving for a write endurance of

108–1012 writes per cell. If writes were performed at the

maximum possible write rate, an SCM cell—for most of

the SCM technologies discussed here—would be worn

out within a few minutes. This problem can be

ameliorated by system wear-leveling schemes, as it is done

for flash technology today. The notion is that by

distributing the writes across the entire address space,

write hotspots are eliminated. Strong wear-leveling

algorithms will be important for effective SCM storage

systems. Note that the write endurance problem is more

Figure 2

History of maximum bandwidth for disks.  
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severe if SCM devices are used as memory, that is, with

more direct communication with the CPU, rather than as

storage elements.

The second major challenge is to scale cross-point

memories down to a size that makes them cost

competitive with disk drives. The industry is currently

studying three techniques that are expected to yield such

memories: multilayers [12], multibit cells [13], and

sublithographic addressing and patterning [14]. In their

article in this journal issue, Burr et al. [2] provide an

overview of SCM candidate device technologies and then

compare them in terms of their potential for scaling to

ultrahigh areal density [2]. Of the many SCM

technologies described in their paper, the one that seems

to be in the best position to replace the current flash

technology and serve as SCM in the next decade is phase-

change memory (PCM) [15, 16]. For the remainder of this

paper, all numerical estimates are based on the use of

PCM.

Currently, at least 18 companies are working on PCM.

The key concept involves the use of certain chalcogenide

alloys (typically based on germanium, antimony, and

tellurium) as the bistable storage material. These alloys

exist in two stable solid phases. One phase (RESET) is

amorphous and exhibits low electrical conductivity (and

low optical reflectivity). The second phase (SET) is

polycrystalline and exhibits two to three orders of

magnitude higher conductivity (and reflectivity). For

writing or reading a bit, an electrical current is addressed

via the cross-point conductors to a small amount of

phase-change material located at a specific cross-point

intersection. A small current can be used to measure the

resistance (i.e., reading a bit). A larger current, via ohmic

heating, is used to write a bit. By controlling the

temperature and the duration of the heating, either phase

can be obtained. In either case, the phase can be changed

in a few tens of nanoseconds.

PCM has three major advantages over flash

technology. First, PCM has much better size scaling; flash

data retention times decrease more than exponentially

when gate-oxide thickness [17] is decreased. Second, PCM

is write-in-place, while flash is not. With PCM, a cell can

be written repeatedly without any intervening operations.

Flash requires that a cell be erased before it can be written

again. For random write operations, this contributes to a

major performance decrease. Flash random write times

are measured in milliseconds, whereas PCM write times

are on the order of 100 ns. Third, the write endurance of

PCM is several orders of magnitude better than that for

flash.

Initially, the cost per bit for all SCM technologies will

be much higher than that for disks and comparable to

that for flash. Thus, SCM will be used in systems in which

size (e.g., in mobile devices), performance, and/or

reliability in harsh environments are paramount. Over

time, the cost per bit for SCM will decrease dramatically

and may—by the middle of the next decade—approach

that of enterprise disks of that time. This rapid price drop

is plausible because SCM density can be increased with

the various methods discussed earlier. We expect the

introduction of PCM to follow three phases: 1) availability

of a system-usable PCM chip in 2008 or 2009, 2)

availability of PCM-based enterprise appliances and

systems by 2011 or 2012, and 3) complete replacement of

disks in most systems by 2020. The exceptions are systems

that need ultralow-cost storage, such as archival and

consumer video applications

A PCM-based SCM is expected to have roughly the

specifications shown in Table 1 by 2020. For the system

comparison section below, we use these parameters. We

have assumed that the data block size is 4 KB and defined

the sustained I/O rate as the reciprocal of the sum of the

access time and the transfer time for a data block, the

block transfer time as the block size divided by the

module transfer rate, and the sustained bandwidth as the

block size divided by the sum of the access time and the

block transfer time.

SCM system impact

SCM-based high-performance systems

SCM reduces the boundaries between storage and

memory and could be used for many tasks in the memory

and storage hierarchy. However, the finite write endurance

of SCM (and flash) requires careful attention [18] to

how these devices are used. The higher performance of

SCM makes it possible to wear out SCM very quickly,

unless the system architecture guards against such

calamities.

Table 2 depicts a memory and storage hierarchy, with

associated access times. Note that SCM is associated with

a large gap between DRAM and disks. As shown, if

access time is measured in CPU clock cycles, then the L1,

L2, and L3 caches and the DRAM-based primary

Table 1 Projected 2020 characteristics of storage-class

memory devices. (SIO: start I/O.)

Capacity 1 TB

Read or write access time 100 ns

Data rate .1 GB/s

Sustained I/O rate [1/(0.1 ls þ
4 KB/1 GB/s) ¼ 1/4.1 ls]

238,000 SIO/s

Sustained bandwidth (4 KB/4.1 ls ¼
975 MB/s)

975 MB/s

Write endurance 1012 writes
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memory are at a distance between 1 and 100 cycles from

the CPU, while the disk is at a distance between 107 and

108 cycles. SCM is at 103–104 cycles with performance

near DRAM, but cost and persistence near disks. Tape is

at 1010–1012 cycles from the CPU and is not considered

here.

A taxonomy of SCM uses is given in Table 3. Note that

SCM can be used as a new cache layer (e.g., L4 cache),

positioned just beyond the main (DRAM-based)

memory. The primary justification is the expected low

price per bit, compared to DRAM. However, this stack

position exposes SCM to the potential for high wear.

SCM can also be used as part of main memory, with user-

or compiler-controlled addressing. As shown in Figure 3,

a distinction is made between using SCM logical

addressing or SCM physical addressing. These distinctions

are of great practical importance because they determine

which part of the computer industry (e.g., CPU vendors,

independent chip houses, or software vendors) will

control the system use of SCM. Three major SCM

options may be considered. First, a separate hardware

controller may be used for SCM addressing and for wear

leveling (e.g., distributing write operations to increase

write endurance). Second, wear level and existing virtual

memory (VM) translation engines may be combined into

one controller. Third, the runtime kernel software may be

modified to handle wear leveling, using mechanisms

similar to VM management [19]. This is simple and

flexible but introduces latency. In all cases, a smart

compiler, which is aware of the distinction between

DRAM and SCM space and possibly supplied with

compiler hints from a user, could allocate variables to

either type of memory.

As depicted in Table 3, SCM can be used like

traditional storage, that is, addressed as a block device

and part of a (file) namespace. It may use legacy I/O

protocols such as SAS [Serial-Attached SCSI (Small

Computer System Interface)], SATA (Serial Advanced

Technology Attachment), or Fibre Channel protocols.

This approach is simple but will not fully exploit the

performance of SCM.

SCM can be used as a new storage device connected via

new interfaces. This application may be optimized for use

as a memory-mapped device, which is an important

paradigm for emerging data-centric applications.

Additionally, SCM would make an excellent paging

device. The high performance of SCM may restore the

usefulness of the VM concept to high-performance

computing. (Paging based on the use of disks is so slow

that performance-critical applications avoid the use of

VMs entirely.) Finally, SCM could be built as a fast cache

inside a storage controller for disks. Because SCM is

nonvolatile, it can safely buffer write operations. All of

these options will make the address space much flatter,

compared to current systems. (Here, the concept of a ‘‘flat

address space’’ implies a memory and storage system in

which all bytes can be addressed in the same manner and

in the same access time.)

As with disks and DRAM, because SCM will have

occasional runtime errors or manufacturing defects,

mechanisms for dealing with these errors must be

invented. These mechanisms may range from device-

internal correction to controller-based ECC-type circuits

to table-based, software-controlled mapping mechanisms,

linked with the wear-level control engines. The optimal

choice will depend on the use case.

Finally, the fact that read accesses do not wear out

SCM, whereas writes do, suggests making read/write

access to SCM asymmetrical. The unit of read access

should be a single word.

Table 2 Hierarchy of latencies (access times) in a computer

system.

CPU cycles Device Comment

107–108 Disk Nonvolatile, slow, and

inexpensive

—Gap in access time—

103 SCM Nonvolatile, fast, and

inexpensive

102 DRAM Volatile, fast, and expensive

10–100 L2 and

L3 cache

Volatile, fast, and expensive

1 L1 cache Volatile, fast, and expensive

Figure 3

Translation of addresses in a virtual memory system that utilizes 

both DRAM (dynamic RAM) and storage-class memory (SCM). 

The virtual memory manager translates some of the CPU logical 

address space into physical addresses for the DRAM. Addresses 

destined for SCM undergo a second translation, which takes wear 

leveling into account. (VM: virtual memory.)
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Making the optimal choice of the block size for keeping

track of wear level is difficult. Large blocks keep wear-

leveling tables small but needlessly label bits worn even if

they have not been actually written. Note that the actual

wear state of each bit cell could be occasionally measured

and used in the wear-level algorithms. This will be a rich

area for future inventions.

Figure 4 shows an example of a system built with SCM

technology. DRAM is used only for giga-scale caches

(gigabytes). SCM is used both as the main memory

(terabytes) and as permanent storage (petabytes). The

latter is shared across several nodes for fault tolerance

and programming-model reasons. All sharing occurs via

the high-speed interconnect linking the node CPUs. The

SCM for the main memory and the storage applications

may be separate implementations, differing in materials

with respect to write speed and volatility materials

tradeoffs and how errors are handled. Countless

variations of this basic architecture are conceivable.

The realization of very large, flattened memory address

spaces and very fast I/O devices will greatly improve

speeds on practical applications, presumably greatly

reducing the gap between peak and sustained

performance. Also, the simple predictable behavior of

SCM, compared to disks, will simplify performance

tuning. It will eliminate many of the unexpected

interactions seen today when optimizing the memory and

storage hierarchy.

We have described both disk and SCM technology

and forecasted their attributes in 2020. Now, we discuss

how these technologies will have an impact on future

systems and applications. We have chosen power and

floor space in the data center as key metrics for

comparing disks and SCM-based storage systems under

several representative workloads.

Workloads

The storage needs of computer systems are typically

measured by three metrics: I/O rate, bandwidth, and

capacity. The I/O rate measures how many I/O requests

per second are issued by the system and is independent of

how many bytes are transmitted per request. Bandwidth

can be viewed as the product of I/O rate and average

request size. Applications for high-performance systems

fall into one of two broad classes: compute-centric and

data-centric workloads.

Compute-centric workloads

Historically, researchers exploring large compute-centric

problems have used the most powerful computer systems

Table 3 Taxonomy of SCM system uses. (NVRAM: nonvolatile RAM; VM: virtual memory.)

Access mode Use mode Comments

Address oriented (memory) Cache (e.g., Level 4) Wear level is critical

Main memory, version 1 Separate SCM controller

Main memory, version 2 Integrated RAM/SCM controller

Main memory, version 3 SCM wear level managed by software and VM manager

Block oriented (storage) Via legacy I/O buses Wastes SCM performance

Via new interfaces Good for memory mapping

Paging device Very promising use

I/O cache for a disk controller Act as NVRAM

Figure 4

Possible SCM-based high-performance system architecture with 

gigabytes in the caches, terabytes in the primary memory, and 

petabytes in the shared storage. The SCM controller provides 

dual-port access (for fault-tolerance reasons) to a petascale shared 

SCM storage unit. The controller manages wear leveling and 

controls physical access to the SCM modules. Logical sharing is 

managed by the CPUs and not by the SCM controller. 

CPUi

L1, L2

L3

L4

Primary

memory

SCM (local)

CPUi�1

L1, L2

L3

L4

System interconnect 

Gigascale: DRAM

Terascale: SCM

Petascale: SCM

SCM controller 

Shared SCM storage
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SCM (local)
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in the world. These researchers seek to solve problems

[20] involving weapons design, biotechnology, climate

and weather forecasting [21], structural engineering, oil

exploration, automotive accident studies, medicine, and

many other topics. Most of these applications focus on

solving coupled partial differential equations, and their

defining characteristics are that CPU and memory

performance is critical, whereas I/O performance is often

less critical.

As a typical system used for compute-centric

workloads, consider the ASC Purple [22] system of the

U.S. government. It has more than 12,000 processors,

50 TB of primary DRAM memory, and 2 petabytes (PB)

of storage. Typical computation times are very long (e.g.,

days), and a major use of storage is to occasionally create

a checkpoint of the system state to protect against

failures. Even in this ancillary role, the demands on the

storage system are significant. For example, the

requirement could be to save a checkpoint (write) of a

significant fraction of the 50 TB of primary memory to

disks every 5 hours and require no more than 5 minutes

for this activity. Thus, 1/60 of wall-clock time is sacrificed

for checkpointing. This translates into a storage system

bandwidth requirement of 122 GB/s. This entails writing

data to 8,000 data disks (10,000 total disks, when

including redundancy data) at a sustained bandwidth of

more than 15 MB/s per disk. Although this bandwidth

may seem low for a disk, if one considers the disk seek

time, latency, and other relevant factors, then it is

actually at the limit of the capabilities of the drive.

Data-centric workloads

Data-centric problems involve analyzing or creating large

amounts of data. Examples of such problems include

intelligence and surveillance work, Google-type searches,

reconnaissance, cryptographic analysis, analysis of data

from large scientific experiments (such as the Large

Synoptic Survey Telescope [23] and the CERN Large

Hadron Collider [24]), analysis of extremely large-scale

graphs [25] (e.g., graphs with hundreds of billions of

edges that occur in the search for social or terrorist

networks [26]), image and video applications, and

multilingual text analytics. Such applications have

become increasingly important. Unlike most compute-

centric applications, data-centric applications demand

very high I/O rates. Additionally, these applications may

require large numbers of small reads and writes randomly

throughout the storage space, and their performance is

governed by access times to I/O devices. Given that disks

are slow, this is a serious problem. Throughout the

industry, a great deal of effort is being directed toward

finding algorithms and techniques to compensate for the

very long access time of disks by multi-threading, by

including more memory in the system, and by caching

frequently accessed items. In 2007, state-of-the-art

examples of such systems must perform at least 2,000,000

Table 4 Storage system projections.

2007 2020

Performance

requirement

CAGR Performance

requirement

Disk SCM

Compute-centric: 0.4 TB/s of

sustained storage bandwidth

70% 0.4 PB/s Devices 1.3 million disks 406,000 modules

Space 6,192 sq ft 85 sq ft

Power 6 MW 41 kW

90% 1.7 PB/s Devices 5.6 million disks 1.7 million modules

Space 26,292 sq ft 300 sq ft

Power 25 MW 173 kW

Data-centric: 2 million SIO/s 70% 2.0 Giga-SIO/s Devices 5 million disks 8,000 modules

Space 23,220 sq ft 12 sq ft

Power 22 MW 1 kW

90% 8.4 Giga-SIO/s Devices 21 million disks 35,000 modules

Space 98,568 sq ft 12 sq ft

Power 93 MW 4 kW
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storage operations per second. Providing this I/O rate

with disks requires a heroic effort.

Storage requirement scaling

Over the years, the computational requirements for

compute-centric applications have continually grown.

This growth is not tied directly to the growth of the

underlying technology but reflects the needs of the user of

the system. An example of this can be found in Grider [27],

which shows a growth in computation of approximately

70% per year and that is expected to continue at this rate.

Data-centric applications require even more system

performance growth. We next discuss the system

implications of this scaling.

Analysis

The results of our analysis of power and space

requirements are shown in Table 4. The table includes

two classes of systems. One is optimized for compute-

centric (storage-bandwidth-limited) applications, and the

other is optimized for data-centric (I/O-rate-limited)

applications. The first column specifies the system and the

requirement for 2007. The next column gives CAGR

values for 2007. Two CAGR values for each class of

system are shown. Historically, the growth rate has been

at the upper end of the range shown. The columns labeled

Disk and SCM show results for systems based on disks

and on SCM.

In performing the analysis, the following additional

assumptions have been made for the 2020 timeframe. An

enterprise disk drive will use a disk with a diameter of

1.8 inches and sustain a bandwidth of 300 MB/s and an

I/O rate of 400 start I/O operations per second (SIO/s).

Furthermore, the disk drive will average 4 W of power,

and 256 drives will be packaged in a standard 4U (7-inch-

high) rack drawer. Ten such 4U drawers will be packaged

in a standard 19-inch rack.

The packaging assumptions for SCM are as follows.

The SCM chip will be packaged in a 15-mm 3 15-mm 3

5-mm module. Its performance characteristics are shown

in Table 1. An active module will dissipate 100 mW, 3,200

SCM modules will be packaged in a standard 2U drawer,

and 21 of those drawers will be packaged in a standard

rack.

Our assumption for floor space of a standard rack is 12

square feet [2-ft wide 3 (3 ft for rack depth plus 3 ft of

clearance for maintenance)]. The bandwidth of a large-

scale compute-centric system is 400 GB/s, and the I/O

rate of a large data-centric system is 2,000,000 SIO/s.

These represent the starting conditions for the analysis in

2007. Both are evaluated at growth rates of 70% and 90%.

Results

An easy way to understand the dramatic advantage of

SCM technology is to calculate the amount of floor space

required for storage. Using the above requirements for

I/O rate and other relevant factors, the floor space needed

for SCM-based systems could be 1/1,000th of that needed

for a disk drive-based system with the same I/O

performance. While NAND flash technology will be

better suited for many storage applications than disk

technology, its performance will not match that of SCM

technology. This is particularly true for data-centric

applications with high write rates.

Conclusion
This paper presents an analysis of the storage

requirements for data center applications through the

year 2020. Given the foreseeable trends in the

development of disks, we have reached the conclusion

that disks cannot be used as the storage medium for

reasons of insufficient performance and excessive power

and data center floor space use. Disks must be replaced

by technologies that have the proper combination of

performance, cost, power, and reliability in order to fulfill

the needs of future high-end applications. SCM

technology (based on phase-change memory) as described

in this paper promises to provide an effective storage

system that is 50–1,000 times the I/O performance of disk

drive-based systems.

*Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of SPARC
International in the United States, other countries, or both.
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